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Our parcel receivers – your customers – have been
telling us that they want more choice and control
as to how they receive their parcels. Popular
choices for those who are often not at home to take
delivery of their parcels are to address them to one
of our 24/7 Parcel Lockers, or to a convenient Parcel
Collect location. Other parcel receivers have asked
us to leave their parcels at a safe place at their
nominated delivery address, even when the sender
has asked for a signature to be captured. Recent
independent research# showed 49% of parcel
receivers who expressed a preference for a daytime
Monday-Friday delivery wanted their parcel to be
left in a safe place.
As a result of this feedback we are introducing
improvements to our domestic Signature on
Delivery service which will be available to your
customers from 31 October. Receivers will be able,
in certain circumstances, to ask us to Safe Drop
their parcel.
The Safe Drop service only applies to domestic
parcels despatched through our eParcel or Click &
Send lodgement systems where you have asked
us to collect a signature on your behalf. Note
that parcels with Transit Cover, Extra Cover or
Identity On Delivery features are excluded from the
receiver requested Safe Drop service. The service
will never be offered where you have advised
us when creating your parcel label that you do
not want the receiver to be able to over-ride the
signature service.
For existing Safe Drop (Authority to Leave) or
non-signature parcels, we will continue to leave the
parcel in a safe place if there is nobody at home
to receive it.

How Safe Drop works
1.	Your customers will see a link in their email
tracking notifications or in their personalised
MyPost Track page inviting them to Safe Drop
their parcel (note that this will only happen
where you provide their email address when
you manifest the parcel).
2.	
Your customers are directed to our MyPost
portal and request that we leave the parcel
in a safe place at their nominated delivery
address. They will accept the terms &
conditions for the service and choose a predetermined, suitable Safe Drop location from a
drop-down list.
3.	If there is no one at the nominated delivery
address to sign for the parcel, our delivery
person will follow the instructions to leave the
parcel in the Safe Drop location unless, in their
judgement, it is exposed to passers-by or the
weather (in which case the parcel will still be
carded to the Post Office)
It’s as simple as that!
As part of this process, we will advise your
customers that this service is only suitable for
parcel receivers who have a Safe Drop location
out of the weather and out of sight of the street,
and that use of the service is entirely at their own
risk. Certain addresses (e.g. PO Boxes, 24/7 Parcel
Lockers, business addresses, apartments etc.)
are unsuitable for this service.
#
Independent research with over 10,000 Australian apparel
customers conducted by RealityCheck Research March 2015
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1. How to use the new service if you are a customer who directly integrates to eParcel.
If you are happy for your customers to have the enhanced delivery choice and control as a result of them
being able to request Safe Drop, then you don’t need to do anything. Your existing eParcel manifesting and
labelling solution will remain unchanged. Note that you will need to include your customers email address
in your manifest and subscribe to email tracking notifications to provide your customers with this enhanced
delivery experience. You should consider updating your shipping Terms & Conditions to reflect these new
arrangements.
On the other hand, if you want to ensure that we will always attempt to capture a signature on delivery,
then you will need to make a small change to your barcode and XML manifest file for any consignments
where you don’t want your customers to be able to request safe drop.
The service code that you would use for these consignments is as follows:
CURRENT and ONGOING
Service Code

Service description

NEW Service code
– will NOT allow receivers to
Safe Drop

- will allow receivers to request
Safe Drop
02

Signature required – part
consignment delivery not allowed

03

14

Signature required – part
consignment delivery allowed

45

38

Signature required / date
embargo – part consignment
delivery not allowed

47

If you use the standard Australia Post barcode, this service Code is embedded in the “ArticleNumber” and
“BarcodeArticleNumber” fields in the XML Schema. The “IsSignatureRequired” field does not need to be
changed. The structure of this data is shown in Section 3.3 of the “eParcel Integration via SFTP” guide.
If you use SSCC barcodes and you wish to opt out of the new service you will need to update the “ProfileID”
field in the XML schema. More details are available from your eParcel Consultant.
If you want to make this change, your eParcel Consultant is available to assist you. You would need to
make this change by 25 October if you want to avoid your customers being able to request Safe Drop

2. How to use the new service if you are a customer who uses a platform or third
party freight management system to access eParcel.
If you use a Platform or Freight Management System such as Netsuite, NETO or IFS Smartfreight to ship
your parcels with us, and you are happy that your customers may have the opportunity to request Safe
Drop then you don’t need to do anything. Different Shipping System providers will have different
approaches to this so you will need to discuss this with your provider if you want further details.
Again if you want to ensure that we will always attempt to capture a Signature on Delivery, then you
will need to discuss this with the provider of your shipping system as soon as possible because different
providers will have different arrangements to ensure that this happens.
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3. How to use the new service in the eParcel online lodgement portal
If you are happy for your customers to have the enhanced delivery choice and control offered by Safe
Drop, then you don’t need to do anything. The option “Yes (receiver requests Safe Drop)” in the Signature on
Delivery section is a default option and will already be selected in the “Create Consignment” screen.
Note that you will need to provide your customer’s email address and subscribe to email notifications when
creating their consignment to provide your customers with this enhanced delivery experience.
However, if you do not want your customers to have the choice of taking up the Safe Drop service and
always want us to capture a signature on delivery, then you will need to select “Yes” in the Signature On
Delivery section of the Create Consignment screen. This will mean that your customers will not be invited to
request Safe Drop in their tracking notifications or in MyPost.

You will be able to specify your default position for the Safe Drop radio button on the existing
“Merchant Location Details” screen.
If you import consignments via a CSV file, the following should be entered in the “Signature Required?” field:
S = Signature always captured
Y = Signature captured unless receiver requests Safe Drop
N = Safe Drop for non-signature items
Again, if you are happy with your customers enjoying this new service, then you need do nothing!

If you need any more information about this improved service, please contact your Account Manager
or call us on 13 11 18
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Frequently Asked Questions:
What is MyPost Safe Drop?
With MyPost Safe Drop, the parcel receiver can
ask for the item to be left in a safe place at their
nominated delivery address, without a signature
on delivery. This service especially suits our
customers who do not find it convenient to collect
their parcels from a Post Office.
Unless the location is immediately obvious, we
will leave a “card” in the mail-box to advise the
customer where we have left the parcel.
What if my customer requests Safe Drop but
the delivery person judges the location not to
be suitable?
Our delivery people are experienced and trained
to assess every delivery location on its merits.
If, at the time of delivery, the selected Safe Drop
location appears too visible from the street, there
is a high volume of people passing by, or the
location is too exposed to the weather, we will
let the parcel receiver know. We will send them a
follow-up notification when the parcel is ready to
collect from the local Post Office.
Safe and convenient delivery of your parcels is
our number one goal.
Why have you decided to offer the
Safe Drop service?
Parcel receivers have told us that additional “Safe
Drop” options will encourage them to shop more
online as they will have more choice and control
over how they receive their delivery. For instance,
your customers will be invited to take up this
option right up to the day of delivery and once
they know whether or not they are likely to be
home that day.
Our research indicates that this will be a popular
service for people who are taking delivery of lower
value parcels and who live in larger suburban or
rural houses. It will avoid them having to visit the
Post Office to pick up signature parcels that we
have “carded” because no one was at home.

Can I directly offer my customers a safe drop
service in my shopping cart?
Yes, it’s a great idea for you to offer your
customers the Safe Drop service directly
through your shopping cart and a number of
our sending customers already do this. This
means that they will not need to separately
subscribe for it through MyPost unless they
change their mind after ordering (for example
if they get advice that it is being delivered on a
day when they are not home).
How will I know that my customer has taken
up this service?
When your customer subscribes to this service, a
track event will be visible in our tracking system.
When we leave the parcel in a safe place, we will
record a “Delivered” event.
What if the parcel goes missing after the
delivery person has left it in the safe place as
requested by your customer?
We have been successfully leaving non-signature
parcels in safe places at peoples’ homes for many
years and can confirm that it is rare that they go
missing. We’re confident that your customers will
use their common sense when deciding whether
to opt for Safe Drop for a given parcel. When
subscribing to the service, your customers are
advised that this is at their own risk, and that
there is liability for any parcels that go missing.
What if I am sending high value parcels or
have an absolute requirement for a signature
to be always be captured?
You will be easily able to select this option when
creating your consignment in eParcel Online. You
can even select this option as a default for all
of your parcels. If you do this, your customers will
never be invited to request Safe Drop for these
parcels.
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